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SERIES OF 1914, FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

Additional Comments on

Plate Varieties
By ROBERT H. LLOYD

ILLUSTRATED herewith, perhaps for the first time
in detail, are the three varieties of plates to be found
in the Series of 1914 Federal Reserve Notes. In the

early editions of books on currency there is no mention
of the differences in these plates. Now both the Donlon
and Friedberg volumes list the known varieties but with
little attempt to evaluate the separate issues.

Notice that all three illustrated notes are found in
the third block of the New York bank's FIVES. Collec-
tors of blocks who would like a real challenge will find
this series not too costly while containing many
"sleepers." Due to their relatively plain appearance,
the Federal Reserve Notes have never enjoyed the favor
of collectors. Admittedly, the older series are much
more colorful.

The top note shows the usual design and positioning
of the district symbol ( number-letter). Each quadrant
of the face has either a large or small district symbol
used to identify fragments sent in for redemption. This
note is variety "a" in Friedberg. It was in issue until
1927 for most banks.

The second variety, known as variety "b," seems to
have been issued quite early in the series, then drops
from sight. and reappears just before the end. The
change is that the engravers, possibly sensing that the
lower left corner was a bit crowded, used the smaller
district symbol at lower left, as used also in the upper
left and lower right.

The third variety shows the greatest change, coming
into circulation in 1928 and 1929. The writer called
attention to this plate change in THE NUMISMATIST for
August, 1928, page 462. Since this alteration occurred
so late, only some 18 months before the release of the
small-size currency, just five banks needed new plates
at this time. This is variety "c" in Friedberg.

It is generally accepted that this third variety is the
scarcest, with the "b" variety coming next. A recent
check of a dealer's stock at a bourse table showed only
three of this variety in a stock of 35 notes.

It is quite likely, with the coming of the smaller notes
and the financial recession of 1929, that very few of
this last variety were put aside by collectors. And
possibly many of those that had been saved were spent
during the depression years that followed. Certain it
is that very few crisp notes are in hands of dealers today.
Those large notes in circulation after July 10, 1929,
were supposed to be allowed to "wear out" in daily use
before being retired. Actually they did not; the retire-
ment of large currency notes took place very rapidly.
Doubtless many very fine and crisp notes were returned
by banks for cancellation.

We are indebted to Mr. Thomas C. Bain for bringing
further attention to this change in THE NUMISMATIST

for December, 1958, page 1487. Mr. Bain's informa-
tive article gives the approximate dates of issue for the
three varieties of the White-Mellon issue. Besides
mentioning the smaller number of banks that issued the
later varieties, Mr. Bain shows the need for further
study if we are to determine the relative scarcity of the
notes.

The small district symbol found on the White-Mellon
"b" variety in the lower left hand corner is mentioned
by Mr. Bain as being shown on the $20 note illustrated
on page 112 of Paper Money of the United States by
Robert Friedberg. This seems to be the only illustra-
tion of the "b" variety in current publications. Inci-
dentally, Friedberg's illustration of the Federal Reserve
Bank Note of the Series of 1915 shows the use of the
small district symbol in all four quadrants of the note.

It is this variety "b" that poses very interesting
questions. According to Friedberg it was widely used
on the Series of 1914 in their first appearance with red
seals. ( See catalog numbers 832 to 843 on page 129,
6th Edition of Paper Money of the United States.)
The variety "b" is listed for all banks except Richmond,
Atlanta and Minneapolis. When it comes to the blue
seal issues released after May 9, 1915, there are no
variety "b" notes listed for Burke-McAdoo, Burke-Glass
or Burke-Houston issues. But with White-Mellon issues.
the "b" variety reappears for all banks except Atlanta
and Minneapolis.



White &
Mellon 	 Totals

10 	 5
6	 5
7	 4
2	 0
0	 0

25 14

84
80
77
69
68

378
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The detail of these varieties are shown in the table:
SERIES OF 1914, FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES

NUMBERS OF BANKS ISSUING THE "a-b-c" VARIETIES

(Presently known)

Den.

$5

Red Seals
Burke &
McAdoo

Blue Seal
Burke &
McAdoo

Burke &
Glass

Burke &
Houston

12 9 12 12 12 12
10 12 9 12 12 12 12
20 12 6 12 12 12 12
50 12 7 12 12 12 12
100 12 8 12 12 12 12

60 39 60 60( ?■ 60 60

( 7) Two persons expressed doubt that a full set of this issue could
be assembled today.

The writer feels it is almost incredible that the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, making such wide use of
the "h" variety in 1914 and 1915, made no further
plates in this style until 1927, a span of about 12 years.
Two questions might be posed at this point:

First - Did the Bureau stop the use of "b" variety
plates as soon as the use of blue seals was contemplated?

Second - Did the Bureau find that all of the plates of
"b" variety used to print the red seal notes were worn
and unfit on May 9, 1915, so that all were scrapped, and
any existing printed stock from these plates was de-
stroyed, not to be used thereafter?

From the catalog listings. the answer to the first
question would appear to be "yes." This is open to a
reasonable doubt. Blue seal issues from "b" variety
plates are "suspect."

The writer thinks that the answer to the second ques-
tion could likely be "no." Close examination of the
blue seal issues from 1915 to 1921 could possibly re-
sult in "new" listings. Knowing the economy that is
practiced in the Treasury Department (one of the few
Departments that really tries! ), it seems not unreason-
able to believe that some of the "b" plates used in 1915
could have made stock to be overprinted with blue seals
in the Burke-McAdoo series. However, if it can be
shown that the "b" variety plates were the first to be
used in printing the red seals, and the "a" plates fol-
lowed, then we may safely assume all of the blue seal
issues came from "a" plates. This would mean some
correcting in the catalog. An intensive study of the
plate numbers would help.

The writer recommends that close attention be given
to all "Burke" issues. The finding of one note of "b"
variety issued after May 9, 1915 and before June 2,
1921 would be a sure indication that "Burke" blue seals
exist on these plates.

This bit of research could be as interesting and re-
warding as the recent excellent work done on the
National Bank Notes by authors Huntoon, Slabaugh and
Van Belkum.

REFERENCES:

The Numismatist, Dec. 1958, p. 1487, Thos. C. Bain,
"Federal Reserve Notes, 1914 Series." Excellent article
on the "a-b-c" varieties, White-Mellon notes.

Paper Money of the United States, R. Friedberg, 6th
Edition, Pp. 129-134.

United States Paper Currency, W. P. Donlon, Federal
Reserve Notes.

The Numismatist, Aug. 1928, p. 462, author's announce-
ment, Variety "c".

Machine Readable Paper Money
According to World Coins magazine, August 1974 issue,

automated money handling systems to feature machine
readable paper money are to be designed and produced by
American Bank Note-Security Systems, Inc., 60% owned
by the American Bank Note Co., subsidiary of the New
York-based International Bank Note Co.

The remaining 40% of the firm will be held by Inter-
national Security Systems S.A., Luxembourg; Giesecke
& Devrient G.m.b.H., Munich; Gesellschaft far Automa-
tion Organization G.m.b.H., Munich; Security Printing
S.A., Glarus, Switzerland; and Papierfabrik Louisenthal
G.m.b.H., Tegernsee, Germany.

Primary customer for the automated notes will be the
Bundesbank, central bank of West Germany. (Giesecke
& Devrient, one of the group, is an old-line security
printing firm, at one time headquartered in Leipzig,
which has produced many postage stamps, particularly
in the early days of stamps.)

In Review
Derzhawni Hr•shi Ukrainy 1917-1920 Rokiw (Paper Money
of the Ukraine, 1917-20), by Mykola Hnatyshak, with a
catalog and supplement by Stepan Kikta. Ukrainian
Museum-Archives, Inc., Cleveland, 1973 (4176 Spring
Crest Dr., Brooklyn, OH 44144), 356 pp. Illus., Map.
Card cover, $8.00 (with English and German summaries.)

The first part of this important reference work on
Ukrainian paper money is a reconstruction of Prof.
Hnatyshak's proposed book which was to have been
published in 1928. Circumstances prevented the publica-
tion of the book at that time, and the manuscript was
later lost. The Ukrainian Museum-Archives has finally
brought to the public Prof. Hnatyshak's reconstructed
manuscript. It is further enhanced by the additional
material and catalog compiled by the editor, Stepan Kikta,
who provides a detailed catalog of Ukrainian paper money,
the first of its kind.

Prof. Hnatyshak presents a monograph on the money
of the independent Ukrainian Republic and Monarchy of
the years 1917-1920. A history of the governments in the
Ukraine, monetary systems, printing and nomenclature
of the banknotes, forgeries and copies provided by the
enemies of the independent Ukraine are discussed. The
author gives a detailed description of each banknote, and
further describes postagestamp coinsubstitutes on which
is printed on the ungummed reverses "Circulates in lieu
of coins" in Ukrainian.

Mr. Kikta provides further valuable information on
financial policies, artists and designers of the banknotes,
the history of numismatics in the Ukraine, postage stamps
of independent Ukrainia and coins which have circulated
within the ethnological borders of the Ukraine.

The book is illustrated with a complete collection of
Ukrainian banknotes, including those issued under Nazi
occupation, stamps, and some other printed Ukrainian-
related papers. A bibliography and an index is provided.
Stepan Kikta's "Specialized Catalog of Paper Money of
Ukraine, 1917-1920," which can be purchased separately
for $1.50, is presented on 20 separately numbered pages
in English, German and Ukrainian.

The book should be well received despite the Ukrainian
text.

PATRICK D. Ho 3AN
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